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“I hate this thing,” I said as I pulled at the rubber sheath beneath
my clothing and armor. I was itchy, hot and irritable. Digging in Jordan
was a swan dive compared to this. “Are we there yet?” It had been three
months. Well, sort of. Three months on the job, only one of which was
awake. Apparently, I hadn’t taken too well to the two months of hiber-
nation to get out here. I felt everything I’d tried to forget over the past
few months festering inside me. At this point, I didn’t know who I hated
more, myself or the headhunter who called to offer me the job. I decided
to hate my mother instead.

Mark Canset tapped my leg with his Kevlar boot, “It’ll only get worse
the more you think about it.”

“I can’t help but think about it because it’s the only thing I can think
about,” I sneered back and continued my attempts to pluck the rubber
sheath away from my suffocating skin. And it had been five months since
I’d been in the field. My head, heart, hands and feet longed for earth.
Any kind of earth. Dirt, soil, dust, paleosols, sand, silt, mud. Hell, I’d
even take clay at this point. I deeply regretted packing up my books in-
to time-locked storage. And being cramped up in a flying metal box with
five male strangers wasn’t improving my mood either.

I dug out the Palm from the hidden pocket under my armored vest,
but the ship leaned and I peered out the porthole. Lights upon lights lit
the valley below. As we flew over, dark patches caught my eye; squares of
invisibility against the electrically lit city. “Why don’t we do some recon-
naissance instead of flying around?” The comment only got me sidelong
glances so I held my tongue, and attempted to put my itching abdomen
from my mind.

I remembered, all over again, the call that had brought me in from
the field and I let the resentment drive away the suffocation. “Elise, I’m
dying.” That was all she’d said. That was all she needed to say. She could
have said it a long time ago for she knew the affect it would have. Instead,
she waited, and was truthful. I should have been thankful for that, but I
wasn’t. She’d brought me in from the field, away from everything I held
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dear. In one derisive move, she accomplished what she’d been trying to
do my whole life.

“We’ll get your feet back on the ground soon enough, Dr. Liaison,”
said Nathan. “Tony, stablise the rear section. We’re goin’ in.” Nathan Fer-
rer, the unfortunate soul in charge, was a Sergeant with the United Free
Agents and the only one that had held out his hand for me to shake that
first day. He immediately went into my good books.

The United Free Agents were just that, it was explained to me. Free
agents hired out to groups, companies, governments, coalitions on either
side of the Main Gate who needed to straighten out kinks in trade routes.
They were a young organization, coming into existence with the discov-
ery of the Main Gate a couple years ago, and still discovering how many
kinks there could be. “How did they ‘straighten out the kinks’?” I’d asked
during the interview. “Any way they ask,” Nathan had replied, a retired
US Marine. It explained the weapons training I had to go through. I had
a flashback to my days as a Cultural Resource Management Archaeolo-
gist, back when the petroleum industry was viable and very profitable. I
could still hear the sound of a shotgun shell sliding into the gun barrel as
one farmer explained to me the benefits of staying off his land. Cultural
Liaison, my ass. Too bad I hadn’t had weapons training ten years ago.

I tapped the screen of my battered old Palm and the screen blinked.
Right where I left it, I thought as the relief swept through me. The pic-
ture of the ballast focused on the screen and I let my eyes caress its out-
line. Like an old coin or shard of pottery, it intrigued me. But there was
something more. Since I walked into the UFA offices and was hired three
months ago, this image had been haunting me. I dreamed about it. “Do
you know what this is?” they’d asked. The research I was given was next
to nil. But, then again, there wasn’t much. It had even taken me a while
to remember I’d seen this image before. Or something very similar. It was
in a textbook, sixteen years ago, during my undergraduate studies in Tel
Aviv. The vague caption on my Palm’s screen stated nothing more than it
was a relic from the other side of the Main Gate. Not only was there life
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on other planets, but, apparently, they’d been there a while too. Go fig-
ure.

The ship came on to full power and I swallowed the contents of my
stomach back down my throat. I glanced out the porthole again. Nathan
had selected a market in which to land. A solid month of training in how
to use a pulse rifle, concoct and set explosives, conducting tactical nego-
tiations and then, finally, getting an identification implant all for landing
in a market. I shook my head and bit back another sarcastic comment. I
tucked away my Palm. At least we’d be on the ground.

We set down and within moments our six-person team grabbed
weaponry and leapt out to leave Tony aloft to patrol. A breeze blew
down the concrete street otherwise no one was the wiser for our pres-
ence. “Two by two. Lancebridge and Zander, West. Canset and Manton,
South. Let’s see if we can do some eavesdroppin’. Marquette,” Nathan
tapped me on the shoulder, “you’re with me.” We split up and Nathan
and I headed East. This would be the test, I thought. That’s why I was
with Nathan and not one of the others. A friggin’ Ph.D. and I was
still living up to someone else’s expectations, but I trotted behind the
Sergeant and kept my eyes peeled all the same.

It was nothing unusual. I guess I was still expecting to see aliens, like
in the old films. Gazeless black eyes in oversized heads and really long fin-
gers. Maybe I’d just watched too many old movies. Instead, I saw a mar-
ket full of human-like people and their wares. It was uncannily normal,
and the sights urged my emotionally overwrought brain into intellectual
thought. They were people just like me and everyone else I’d ever met or
excavated.

Except something was wrong. I looked closer. Everything was pale.
Void of life. There was no Mediterranean blue, no Moroccan red, no In-
dian silk. Instead, there was pale fruit, pale people, pale architecture. And
there were no bartering voices bouncing back from the low pale cloud
cover. I’d seen this all before. A paleness life assumes once it is no longer
your own, the colour of demoralization. Between flashbacks to a geno-
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cide clean-up job I did a few years ago, I suddenly realized that I hadn’t
put two and two together; the rubber we wore wouldn’t be necessary if
we were going into a safe and diplomatic environment. We needed to stay
off the sensor grid long enough to do the job. These people had death in
their eyes for a reason.

“Uh, Sarge,” I stopped mid-stride.
“What Marquette?”
I don’t know what made me say it. I don’t know what made me stop.

“Something’s wrong.” It was beyond itching; I could swear that my im-
plant was crawling inside me. The anxiety of not only having something
artificial inside me, but having it act weird, and being untold miles away
from anything familiar was beginning to take its toll.

Nathan swung me a glance, concerned. I searched my memories for
something to ease my mind. Dirt. I needed dirt. Or, an artifact. Maybe
I’d dig out an old coin from the University’s collection next time I was
there. Maybe a trade bead. I had only the image from my Palm in my
head; it really wasn’t doing me any good. I steadied my nerves and shook
my head. Nathan continued on, cautiously. He nodded to the left. We
both strode to the left and ducked through a narrow alley lined with or-
ange glass kiosks then stuck our backs to a wall. Then I saw it. I did a
double-take toward the corner of a cart selling noodles. A small plasma
screen showed what I sought; the same image that bounced in my head.
The need hit me hard, like a shovel to the chest. The need to touch it, to
feel it, to experience it was palpable.

Nathan snuck a peek between the kiosks then turned his gaze to me,
“I don’t know how you did it.” I barely heard his words. “Someone’s fol-
lowing us.” He nodded forward. My pulse was racing, my mind forget-
ting all about my implant and the itching rubber sheath. All I could see
was that relic. The ballast. It was more than wanting dirt under my fin-
gernails or a keepsake artifact in my pocket.

We emerged from the alley and crossed a vacant street. Now I saw
them everywhere. Small plasma screens were affixed to every structure,
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from ramshackle hut to the stone built barrack-like complexes looming
over the market. They all displayed the same thing. That damn relic. The
need was all-encompassing; it was scaring me.

Around the corner, we paused again. My eyes found another screen
right across the street, perched under the eave of a tailor’s storefront. It
was so close. From where was it broadcasting? The urge to reach out and
touch it filled me. Nathan peeked into the street then slunk back, “Shit.
How did they do that?” he glared at me.

My eyes snapped back to his face, “Hey, don’t ask me. I’m just the
Cultural Liaison.” Nathan gave a snort before he peered around the cor-
ner for an exit to the main street. “Maybe they detected the ship.”

“Bullshit.” Nathan stood from his crouch and pointed a gloved finger
at me, “Double bullshit,” then ducked through a draped doorway.

Inside, a small group of subdued men played cards, with chips and
food strewn across the round table. They looked up, fear and guilt
widened their eyes and stilled their movements. I followed the Sergeant
through the beaten down cards room and tried to regain my senses.
“Why do you guys have the implants? It’s not like they help.”

“It’ll help if the only thing left of you is a pile of ash and the implant.”
Then he barked orders, “Teams meet at rendezvous now. Say again, ren-
dezvous immediately. We got hot.” I heard the mumbled curses of Man-
ton through my earpiece and tried to figure out how we screwed up.

After the card room, Nathan and I wound our way through a maze of
musty rooms and alleys until finally emerging onto a stone lined street.
I glanced back again just before I noticed Nathan doing the same. They
were right on us, looking like a snapshot from National Geographic. A
wall of tall men with heavy weaponry marched down the alley. It was the
Chinese-Russian War all over again and then my flashbacks started up
again. Four years or a lifetime, those images, sounds, smells, were going
to haunt me no matter how far I ran.

“Tony, rendezvous immediately. Do you copy?” Static and a response
from our rescue.
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Nathan cycled between a jog and a twitchy run. Frankly, he was the
only thing holding me back from running like the devil was on my tail.
For all I knew, he probably was. Probably had a shotgun too.

Around a corner and the main thoroughfare was under our feet
again. I allowed myself to think we’d be safer here, the public watching,
witnessing and getting in the way of fire, but I looked again. Vacant faces,
fearful eyes. The crowds backed off. Not from us. From the tall black
guys. This wasn’t war. This was conquered land.

Up ahead, I spotted Tony and the ship. I nearly sprinted feeling the
spike of fear surge my blood and the ground willingly give back to my
pounding feet.

Inside, I was sweating buckets beneath my apparently useless rubber.
“So much for this,” I had only begun to pull off my armored vest when
the ship lurched.

“What the hell was that?” Nathan’s pupils were still dilated.
“Fire?” Canset’s helmeted head bashed against the hull.
“No,” Tony replied, concentrating on the display console. “Some sort

of projectile force. Just a warning or we caught the tail end of it. Still....”
Zander, the ever-quiet one, sat on the metal hull bench and pulled on
one of the infrequently used safety belts.

“God, I hate this rubber,” my mind was unable to focus while I itched
and sweated. I was shaking too. It was too much: the relic, the black ar-
mor, the flashbacks, the festering feelings storming inside me. I tore off
my armor, clothing and, finally, the rubber and pulled my trusty cotton
shirt over my naked skin with a grateful sigh, all in front of the five ar-
mored United Free Agent men in the crowded cabin.

The five men gaped, pulse rifles hanging loosely in their hands. Final-
ly, Nathan cleared his throat and broke the spell, “They’re on to us,” he
said and started pulling off his own armor and rubber.

“The rubber don’t work?” Lancebridge said, swallowing heavily and
cradling his pulse rifle in his arms.
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“Rubber doesn’t work. If we went in with it or proudly sporting our
ident implants, it makes no difference. We are black spots on their sensor
grid and they don’t like it. Whatever we were going to do, we’d have to
get in, do it, and get the hell out. Fast.” Nathan turned his eyes on me.
“What do you figure, Marquette?”

“Why are you asking me?” I shoved my pulse rifle back into its
locked holder at the back of the ship. It wasn’t the professional sort of an-
swer I should have given, but, under the circumstances, I had no other.

“I thought you had experience in things like this?” I was being
judged all over again.

“Look,” striding back up to the front of the ship, my festering mood
finally erupted, “I got experience, yeah. Over fifteen years’ worth. I also
helped clean up the mess of the last war, but experience is only as good
as your research and, on that, I got nothing but some scratchy micro-vis
and part of an old textbook. I can’t even talk to the locals here without
getting shot at.”

“What about this relic? You saw the screens.” The calm in Nathan’s
voice told me exactly how he’d earned his Sergeant’s stripes.

“Yeah, I saw them,” and my butt found the metal seat as the ship
lurched back into orbit. The image flashed again in my mind, stirring the
already storming need in my gut and fingertips. My eyes saw a slat of
clean, black stone. My heart saw a culture stripped of its faith. Never had
I felt this way toward a relic or artifact. “God knows where they’re broad-
casting from, though. Could even be an old image. I don’t even know if
the thing exists any more.”

“So what do we do then, Sarge?” Canset’s weathered face drooped.
“Orders were to find the thing.”

Nathan held up his hands against the crumbling mission. “Every-
body just hold on to your horses. Go over this with us, Marquette. Give
us a lesson, like you did with me at HQ. Just what is this relic, this... bal-
last, as you called it before, supposed to do? Is it a weapon?”
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I sighed heavily, attempting to let go of the ball of tension in my gut.
“It’s an altar. People demonstrate their devotion to Fate upon it.”

“Speak English, Marquette,” Manton spat from across the hull.
I flashed him a sneer and attempted to cite verbatim from the old

textbook I’d downloaded. “The ballast is a large piece of black rock with
holes in the top.” I was outlining an invisible ballast with large waves of
my hands to make sure Manton would understand. “Each hole represents
the well of offering for one god. Once a year, the chief or protector of the
people lets a handful of dirt fall onto the top of the ballast. The act of let-
ting the dirt fall where it may and not clearing the ballast is the ultimate
act of selfless devotion to the gods and, above all else, Fate. To clear the
ballast would be to deny Fate and take matters into your own hands, in
essence, declaring yourself a god. It’s called a ballast because it maintains
stability and balance between nature and man. Did ya get all that, Man-
ton?”

Nathan held up a hand to still Manton’s oncoming remark, “So that’s
why they have the screens everywhere.”

Zander reiterated, returning from stowing his own rifle, “ So, it’s not
a weapon.”

I shook my head, “It’s a constant reminder that the conquerors have
Fate in their pocket. It’s a way to keep the people submissive.” Nathan
muttered under his breath. I hadn’t known him long, but that look in his
eye was growing more dangerous by the second.

“Holy shit,” Manton rose, pulse rifle still in hand, and caught a repri-
manding look from his Sergeant. “No kidding. These assholes believe all
that?”

“Sit down, Private,” Nathan started, but it was too late. I lost it.
I lunged. My hands shot forward, narrowly missing a good grasp

on Manton’s shoulder holsters. I had Nathan’s arm to blame. “Look, as-
swipe,” I said, pushing against Nathan’s body block, “it doesn’t matter
what we think. The only thing that matters is what they think. This is
their world. What they think, their beliefs, their values, their language,
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their morals, make up their universe. If we want to remedy this situation,
we have to get inside their heads. We have to speak their language, oth-
erwise we won’t walk out of here alive.” I pulled myself free of Nathan’s
grasp and, with a glare, he pointed Manton to a seat.

Tom Zander pushed his helmet up his forehead, scratching his ex-
posed crewcut, “Sarge, I thought our mission was to knock out the dicta-
tors and reestablish trade with as little intervention as possible.”

I was shaking again, but I had to figure out how to make my point.
I nodded to Canset’s belt where a small leather pouch hung. “What’s in
there?”

Canset shifted on the bench as if to shield the contents from me, “A
piece of home.”

“Why do you carry it?”
Canset swung a glance around the hull at his comrades, “Luck,” he fi-

nally mumbled.
I fell back onto the metal bench, “The ballast is this people’s luck and

their government is holding it hostage.”
Nathan said before regaining a seat beside mine, “The quickest way

to demoralize a people is to take away their hope. This may not be a
weapon, but they’re using it for the same purpose.” As it began to sink
in with the crew, Nathan whispered to me, “See? Cultural Liaison,” and
dared to smile. “Okay, people,” the Sergeant clapped his hands together,
“let’s say we can’t find the ballast. We’ve got a deadline on this one so we
can’t spend our days running hide and seek until we find it in this dung
heap. How do we help the people fight these bastards? Ideas?” The hull
grew quiet as the men looked at each other.

“Why can’t we just cut the circuit on the broadcast?” Manton had
taken a seat out of range of my grasp. Barely. He still hadn’t stowed his
pulse rifle.

I ran a hand over my matted hair, trying to regain my composure, “It
wouldn’t be enough. We have to spark a change in the people.”
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Lancebridge said, “Do they have any other relics or religious stuff
that we could substitute for the ballast?”

Five pairs of eyes were on me, “Not that I know of,” I said. “To find
something else might take a while, especially considering the hostile sit-
uation here.”

“Do they have an underground resistance?” Canset asked. He had a
couple degrees in pre-Gate history and socio-economics, but he spent so
much time reading, I hadn’t had a chance to talk to him. “In most sit-
uations like this, there is some sort of underground quietly fighting the
establishment.”

It was Nathan’s turn for this one, “Nothing that we’ve been able to
see. If they do have a resistance group, they might need some help. This
ballast, be it weapon or artifact, would have been the easiest and most ef-
fective way of knocking a blow to the establishment while giving the peo-
ple some hope.” Nathan scanned the silent room then his eyes swung to
me, “I’ll leave this with you, Doc. You’re the expert.”

I swallowed. This wasn’t going to work. I shouldn’t have taken this
job. I still had trowel itch. My hands still longed for dirt. My gut ached
to touch that relic. God, I hated my mother. “Thanks,” I squeaked.

Nathan nodded and rotated his piercing glare to the others. “Alright
then. We’ve got some chores to do. Lancebridge, check everyone’s rub-
ber. Canset, you’ve got weapons detail. Manton,...”

After much thought and staring at the grey, pipe-lined ceiling of my
claustrophobic quarters, I made my way up to the cabin to the cockpit.
“Hey, Marquette. Got me any news?” Nathan glanced back from his co-
pilot console.

“Have they got weather control?”
“Yeah, sure. Every civilized nation we’ve seen this side of the Main

Gate’s got one.”
“Blow it.”
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At this, Nathan turned to face me. “You’re serious?” I nodded.
“Okay, explain.” He rose and walked down the deck to me.

“Controlling the weather is the ultimate act of controlling your en-
vironment. To blow the station would be giving Fate power and admon-
ishing the god-like powers of the government.”

Nathan looked at me closely, stretching the moment, then smirked.
“If they believe that shit.”

I smirked back, “If they believe that shit.”
He nodded. “Hopefully it’ll be enough to spark some rebellion, oust

this tyranny, and restart trade, otherwise we’ll be back out here. Tony,
take us to the Northwest quadrant. Weather control. Prepare to drop.”

“Aye, aye, Sir.” The ship suddenly swung back down to the surface,
throwing into the narrow hall’s wall.

“Incidentally,” Nathan continued as I rubbed my bruised shoulder
and steadied myself, “there was no test. I have confidence in the people I
hire. I knew you’d come up with something. You’re a doctor after all.” He
grinned and made me want to put a nice bruise on his shoulder.

“Hey, Marquette?” Back on the ground, my feet no longer hurt but my
hands still longed for dirt. But, in this place – the metal and concrete
structure that housed the mechanics and computers that controlled this
planet’s weather – there was none. Not a speck. It was too clean for my
comfort.

“Only in your dreams, Manton,” my voice reverberated over the met-
al paneling as my eyes once again tried to focus on the explosive timer.

“That rock thing you talked about, is it really big? Really big, black
and shiny?”

“Yeah, I guess so. Why....?” I didn’t have to hear. I knew already.
“Where are you?”

“One level below the station’s hub.”
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I punched the remote trigger then, with the map read-out still glow-
ing in my memory, I ran. I don’t know why I did it. Like my reaction
to the implant, it was instinct. I just ran, like my boots were on fire
and a child’s life depended on my speed. Metal-grate stairs ran with my
steps. A corridor emptied out into a chamber and I stopped. It, too, was
lined with displays and control consoles. I recognized this place. Under a
domed ceiling sat a stone blacker than the sun was bright.

My mouth went dry and suddenly I understood.
The urge was as strong as ever. My hands reached forward. The black

stone had an aura unlike anything around. It was old, out of time, out
of place. My fingertips found the edge of the stone and my knees nearly
buckled with relief. The ground seemed to shift under my feet as the
memories swept in: sand in my eyes and teeth; Montelli’s excavation
photos in my hand; the feel of bone against my fingertips. Dirt under
my fingernails. Sandy loam shifted over the screen, dust masking the de-
scending sun. For every bead, every coin, every skeleton, it was instinct:
my hands went for the digital camera in my pants’ pocket. Then Nathan
came up behind me out of breath. The camera wasn’t there. Neither was
the perennial pencil in my hair nor the notebook in my back pocket.
“Dirt,” I managed to croak. “I need dirt.”

“Dirt?”
“Yeah, dirt. That’s what it’ll take.” I shot back and Nathan winced.
“Canset,” Nathan’s voice echoed in my earpiece. “Get your ass to the

station’s hub, one level down.”
The University of Tel Aviv was my home and my reward after spend-

ing thirteen years digging through academia and consulting archaeology.
But it didn’t matter. I was doing something I loved. And I was as far away
from southern Alberta as I could get. I think I loved my job even more
because of my mother’s disapproval.

I remembered sitting in the hospital, the tears and chills wracking my
body, listening to Charlie Burton on a static laden transmission from a
sandstorm somewhere west of the First Cataract in Egypt. The Head of
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Archaeology and Curation said, with much regret, he couldn’t keep my
job open for me. It took two months for my mother’s body to finally suc-
cumb to the coma and die. She had done her job well. She’d cost me my
dream job, taken me away from the dirt, the dead people, the ancient vil-
lages I loved so much and put me in a situation where I’d take any job,
hopefully ‘something respectable’, to make ends meet.

Canset arrived. “What’s up?”
Nathan nodded to the pouch at Canset’s waist. “Give it to Mar-

quette.”
“What? Sir, I...”
“I said, give it to Marquette.”
Canset nodded and reluctantly yielded the sack of beach sand.
The ballast was clean. Clean and out of context, stripped of its pur-

pose. I dipped my hand into the leather pouch and felt the coarse sand
roll against my fingertips; my calluses were fading. I scanned the domed
room and found the camera. My tongue curled and I voiced an ancient
vernacular that I hoped would somehow be understood. I withdrew my
hand, held my fist high and slowly let the sand stream through my want-
ing fingers.

There was no doubt, no hesitation. This was right. The feeling was
unerringly true. In this room full of flashing lights, on a planet so far
away from my birth place I couldn’t measure it, standing in with this rel-
ic, I was home.

I could not explain this to my mother. And, until this instant, I had
been unable to articulate it to myself. Instead, I’d been festering. How do
you give up everything close to you to pursue something that you can’t
live without? This was something I couldn’t live without and until now,
I’d been living without it for several months. I was in an unnatural state,
unbalanced without it. It wasn’t that my mother didn’t accept me, she
just didn’t understand. No. She couldn’t understand. It was more than
love, it was necessity. To live or be lifeless. In this moment, I was full to
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the brim. If I had, indeed, failed, it was only in not being able to tell her
that my hate wouldn’t have been so strong if I didn’t love her so much.

Standing there, feeling the sand trickle through my fingers to the
heavy rock, the hate that had been seething in my body for so long left,
along with the pity and the sadness. After the sand fled my fingers, there
was nothing else to feel, except loss.

From somewhere I heard a sigh, gentle and relaxed, as the sand hit
and masked the black stone. I looked down feeling a profound sense of
balance settle inside me. There was no draught in the sealed room, but
there was a definite current in the landed sand. I looked closer. A few
grains in the holes here, more there. Fate, and the gods of the sun, the
moon, water, and the harvest had been appeased.

I acknowledged the shifting ground beneath my feet, quietly said
goodbye to my mother, and turned to Nathan. With a flick of his hand
to those in attendance and a brisk command to those over the com, we
fled, leaving a message to the people that their gods – and fate – had re-
turned.
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